An automatic detector of drowsiness based on spectral analysis and wavelet decomposition of EEG records.
An algorithm to detect automatically drowsiness episodes has been developed. It uses only one EEG channel to differentiate the stages of alertness and drowsiness. In this work the vectors features are building combining Power Spectral Density (PDS) and Wavelet Transform (WT). The feature extracted from the PSD of EEG signal are: Central frequency, the First Quartile Frequency, the Maximum Frequency, the Total Energy of the Spectrum, the Power of Theta and Alpha bands. In the Wavelet Domain, it was computed the number of Zero Crossing and the integrated from the scale 3, 4 and 5 of Daubechies 2 order WT. The classifying of epochs is being done with neural networks. The detection results obtained with this technique are 86.5 % for drowsiness stages and 81.7% for alertness segment. Those results show that the features extracted and the classifier are able to identify drowsiness EEG segments.